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Abstract We report investigations on polycrystalline

LaCo1-xAlxO3 (x = 0–0.9) bulk samples. The solid state

synthesized samples showed a coexistence of rhombohe-

dral and monoclinic phases in the intermediate concentra-

tions (0.2 B x B 0.5) and pure rhombohedral phase

otherwise. The observed effect of Al doping on dc transport

has been analysed on the basis of small polaron hopping

mechanism. The magnetisation results presented give evi-

dence of weak ferromagnetism and anomalous temperature

dependence of coercivity which we associate to the canting

of the localised high-spin Co(III) and anti-symmetric

exchange interactions at low temperatures.

Introduction

Lanthanum Cobaltate (LaCoO3) has been an intriguing

subject of research primarily because of the spin state

equilibria and the anomalous magnetic behaviour accom-

panying this crossover [1–11]. The oxygen octahedra

coordinating the cobalt ion in the prototypical perovskite

structure controls the delicate balance between the Hund’s

coupling and the crystal field splitting energy for the

d electrons of Co3? [12]. At low temperatures (below

*100 K), the latter dominates with Co3? remaining in its

low spin state (LS) (t6
2ge0

g), where the compound is a

diamagnetic semiconductor. With gradual rise in temper-

ature, d electrons overcome the crystal field splitting, and

Co3? can either evolve into an intermediate (t5
2ge1

g) (IS) or a

high (t4
2ge2

g) (HS) spin state. The excited states attain

dominance at a temperature of *100 K (first spin state

transition) manifested by a maximum in the magnetic

susceptibility data and a Curie–Weiss-like temperature

dependence afterwards [13]. The susceptibility data show

another hump at *500 K followed by an increase in the

effective magnetic moment [4]. This can be seen as the

second spin state transition which is also the onset of an

insulator to metallic transition [6]. These observations were

explained initially by considering a LS–HS spin state

transition at *100 K where there exists a dynamic order-

ing of HS and LS Co3? in the temperature interval of

110–350 K and a quasistatic ordering of HS and IS Co3? in

the metallic phase [650 K [4]. Since Korotin et al. dem-

onstrated the stability of an orbitally ordered IS state over

HS state through LDA ? U calculations [14], the

researchers divided themselves into two sides of the bal-

ance. In this scenario, the first excitation at *100 K occurs

to an orbitally ordered IS state. The debate is still evenly

matched where we cannot rule out either of these conclu-

sively even after thorough studies on almost all physical

properties in and around the spin state transition [4, 5, 7,

10, 15–19].

Besides LaCoO3, numerous studies have been carried

out on divalent substitution in La1-xAxCoO3, where

A refers to divalent Sr, Ca or Ba. Such charge carrier

doping modifies the magnetic ground state as well as ren-

ders the system metallic above a particular value of doping

concentration (x) [20–24]. But with B site doping of the

ABO3 structure, there has not been such a comprehensive

discussion regarding the structural as well as transport
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properties. The magnetic properties of lightly doped

LaCo1-xMxO3 (x B 0.1) (M = Al, Cr, Ga, Fe, Mn, Ni)

were studied by Madhusudan et al. [25] and Vasanthach-

arya et al. [26] where they found that the temperature

independent activation energy for the spin state transition

increased considerably with the addition of Al and Cr while

stabilizing the LS states Co3?. Later, Kyomen et al. [27] in

the light of the results of Al and Ga substitution in LaSr-

CoO4 by Demazeau et al. [28] comprehended this stabil-

ization as arising from the weaker covalency of Al–O bond

and Ga–O bonds compared to Co–O bonds. A similar

substitution of Rh on the other hand stabilizes the HS states

of Co(III) [27, 29]. Motivated by these results we have

performed a systematic investigation of polycrystalline

LaCo1-xAlxO3 (x = 0, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.8, 0.9) with special

emphasis to the structural, morphological and dc transport

mechanism. In light of these results further, we have re-

examined the magnetic susceptibility data.

Materials and methods

Investigations were carried out on polycrystalline bulk

samples of LaCo1-xAlxO3 (x = 0, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.8, 0.9)

synthesized by conventional solid state reaction of starting

compounds. The La2O3, Al2O3 and Co3O4 (Alfa-Aesar)

compounds with purity better than 99.99 % were used

without further processing. Starting compounds taken in

stoichiometric proportions were mixed and grinded thor-

oughly using an agate mortar pestle and pre-sintered at

800 �C for 12 h. The resultant powder was sintered at

1200 �C for 12 h after thorough grinding. All sintering

steps were carried out in air with a ramp rate of 5 �C/min.

The final sintering of the samples was carried out in pellet

form (compressed into cylindrical pellets by uni-axial

compaction at 12 tons) at 1300 �C for 12 h.

Structural studies on the resultant material were per-

formed by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) using Rigaku

MiniFlex-II tabletop diffractometer employing Cu–Ka

radiation. PXRD data were analysed using Rietveld

refinement method using the FullProf software [30]. The

topographs of the samples were taken using ZEiss Evo

MA10 scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with Oxford

energy dispersive X-ray (EDAX) attachment which was

also used to determine the elemental composition of the

samples. The low temperature dc transport measurements

were done on the pellets with a closed cycle refrigerator of

APD cryogenics from room temperature down to 100 K

using a Keithley 220 programmable current source and

2182A nano-voltmeter in four probe configuration with a

Scientific instruments 9700 temperature controller. The

measurements were performed by giving a constant current

of 1 or 0.1 lA in the absence of magnetic field. Pellets of

size approximately 4 9 7 mm were used in case of bulk

samples, and linear contacts were made using silverpaste.

The resistances of the samples were too high to measure

using the present experimental setup below 100 K. The

magnetic properties of the samples were investigated by a

magnetic property measurement system (Quantum design-

MPMS) magnetometer. The data were collected from 300

to 10 K at both a high field of 10 kOe and low field of

100 Oe.

Results and discussion

Powder X-ray diffraction

The structural properties for solid solution of LaCo1-x

AlxO3 were studied by analysing the PXRD data by Riet-

veld refinement method. The Rietveld refined PXRD pro-

files for the samples are shown in Fig. 1. Although most of

the structure analysis of LaCoO3 is based on a rhombohe-

dral space group R-3c [31], there are reports which favour a

monoclinic I2/a structure as well [32, 33]. The rhombohe-

dral space group R-3c fits the x = 0.0 sample perfectly in

our refinements. However, with the Al doping, a second

monoclinic phase of I2/a space group also emerges for the

intermediate concentrations (0.2 B x B 0.5). The profiles

do not show any extra reflections other than those attrib-

utable to these two phases. The formation of inhomoge-

neous mixed phase samples for the intermediate

concentrations can be indicative of the high distortion

inherently induced in the system with the addition of Al.

The phase fraction of rhombohedral and monoclinic phases

change with changing dopant concentration (x) (Table 1).

The lattice parameters of the rhombohedral and mono-

clinic phases obtained from the refinement are presented in

Tables 2 and 3, respectively. The PXRD profile shifts

consistently towards right with increase in Al content due

to the decreased ionic radii of Al3? compared to Co3?. This

shift is visible in Fig. 2 where the highest intensity

reflection centred *33� is shown. The doublet structure

associated with undoped compound is also progressively

reducing with increase in Al doping.

Composition and morphology

The SEM micrographs for samples with x = 0, 0.3, 0.5 and

0.8 are shown in Fig. 3. The information provided by these

four micrographs is sufficient to conclude about the grain

morphology of the complete set of samples. We observe

that the grain morphology of the doped samples is random

agglomerates joined together with the size of the agglom-

eration decreasing with Al concentration but in the pure
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Fig. 1 Rietveld refined profiles

for LaAl1-xCoxO3 (x = 0–0.9).

Red lines indicate the

experimental data, black curve

is the fitted data, olive green

lines represent Bragg peaks and

blue line is the difference

between experimental and

calculated data (Colour figure

online)

Table 1 Fractional amount of Phases of LaCo1-xAlxO3. The rhom-

bohedral and monoclinic phases were of the space group R-3c

(No.167) and I2/a (No.15), respectively

x Fractional composition v2

Rhombohedral (R-3c) Monoclinic (I 2/a)

0 100 – 3.77

0.2 19.49 80.51 3.84

0.3 31.07 68.93 4.36

0.5 58.46 41.54 4.15

0.8 100 – 4.74

0.9 100 – 5.30

Table 2 Lattice parameters obtained from Rietveld refinement for

the rhombohedral phase [R-3c (No.167)] of LaCo1-xAlxO3

x a (Å) b (Å) c (Å)

0 5.438 (6) 5.438 (6) 13.081 (5)

0.2 5.351 (7) 5.351 (7) 13.128 (6)

0.3 5.355 (5) 5.355 (5) 13.117 (5)

0.5 5.358 (8) 5.358 (8) 13.124 (5)

0.8 5.360 (1) 5.360 (1) 13.103 (8)

0.9 5.363 (3) 5.363 (3) 13.112 (2)

Table 3 Lattice parameters obtained from Rietveld refinement for

monoclinic phase [I2/a (No.15)] of LaCo1-xAlxO3

x a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) b (�)

0.2 5.364 (5) 5.425 (0) 7.625 (0) 90.82 (1)

0.3 5.367 (5) 5.417 (5) 7.637 (4) 90.88 (1)

0.5 5.371 (5) 5.419 (2) 7.637 (4) 90.87 (9)

Fig. 2 The highest intensity peak of P-XRD for LaCo1-xAlxO3

samples (Colour figure online)
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LaCoO3 distinct shapes can be identified. The particle sizes

are also found to decrease with increased Al doping. These

morphological features also have an influence on the

electrical and magnetic properties of the samples as we see

in the subsequent discussions. The weight percentages

obtained from EDAX are found to complement the actual

doping weight percentages as shown in Table 4.

dc transport

The resistivity versus temperature profile of LaCo1-xAlxO3

(x = 0–0.5) is presented in Fig. 4. The samples with high

Al concentration (x = 0.8, 0.9) were excessively resistive

to be measured by the current experimental setup. These

insulating samples do not feature in the following discus-

sion. The resistivity behaviour of pure LaCoO3 comple-

ments well with the previous experimental work where it

gradually increases with decreasing temperature like a

semiconductor. The conduction in LaCoO3 has been

attributed to small polaron hopping mechanism as sug-

gested by the previous works where small polarons of holes

are generated by the electron excitation from the narrow p*

bands of Low Spin Co (III) to the r* band of the eg orbital

of the Co 3d excited states [4, 34].

Partial substitution of Al for Co results in increase in the

resistivity of the samples. With increasing Al content,

resistivity is gradually increasing. A straight forward reason

for this increase is the progressive reduction of carriers

[which as we know are small polarons of holes in p* bands of

Low Spin Co(III)] on account of Al substitution at Co sites.

Along with this it is also worth mentioning that Al substi-

tution stabilizes the low spin states by a negative cooperative

effect [27] which reduces the occupancy of eg orbitals and

Fig. 3 SEM micrographs of LaCo1-xAlxO3 a x = 0.8 b x = 0.5 c x = 0.3 d x = 0 at a magnification of 20 KX (Colour figure online)

Table 4 Tabulation of weight percentages obtained from EDAX and

intended weight percentages for LaCo1-xAlxO3 (x = 0, 0.3, 0.5, 0.8)

calculated from the chemical formula

x Weight % from EDAX Weight % calculated

La Al Co La Al Co

0 56.6 (6) 0 22.4 (6) 56.5 0 23.97

0.3 59.8 (2) 3.0 (5) 16.2 (5) 58.79 3.42 17.46

0.5 62.6 (7) 4.9 (5) 11.6 (7) 60.43 5.869 12.81

0.8 63.6 (1) 8.2 (4) 5.0 (8) 63.05 9.79 5.35

Fig. 4 Resistivity temperature profile of LaCo1-xAlxO3 (Colour

figure online)
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thus implicitly reducing the carrier concentration. However,

the grain boundary contribution towards resistivity cannot be

neglected as the SEM micrographs reveal that the particle

size reduces with increasing Al concentrations which

enhance grain boundary scattering and increase resistivity.

To further corroborate the small polaron scenario, we have

shown the Arrhenius plots (Fig. 5) for the small polaron

hopping model fitted according to the equation [35, 36].

q ¼ qaTe
Ep

kBT ð1Þ

where q is the resistivity of the sample,

qa ¼ kB

tphN2e2R2Cð1�CÞ

� �
e2aR, kB is the Boltzmann constant,

Ep is the activation energy and T is the absolute tempera-

ture. N is the number of ion sites per unit volume, R is the

average intersite spacing obtained from the relation

R = (1/N)1/3, C is the fraction of sites occupied by a

polaron, a is the electron wave function decay constant

obtained from fitting the experimental conductivity data,

tph is the optical phonon frequency. The activation energies

required for hopping mechanism have been obtained from

the slope of the straight line fit as shown in Fig. 5. We can

also get the Debye temperature from the point in the

Arrhenius plot where the curve loses linearity [35] (inset

Fig. 5). The activation energy and Debye temperature

obtained from the fitting are shown in Fig. 6. The table

shows that the activation energies required for hopping

conduction increase with increase in Al concentration.

Similar increase in activation energies caused by doping

has been reported in the literature [35–37] and has been

explained on the basis of the localisation of the eg electrons

caused by doping.

Magnetisation

Figure 7 shows that the magnetisation data measured in an

applied dc magnetic field of 10 kOe are plotted as a

function of temperature. For the x = 0.0 sample, with

decreasing temperature, there is gradual increase in mag-

netisation (M) from 300 to 110 K, and a sharp decrease

below 110 K giving evidence of the spin state transition.

M reaches the lowest value around 30 K, before increasing

again as T is lowered further. No bifurcation was observed

between zero field cooled (ZFC) and field cooled (FC)

magnetisation curves of LaCo1-xAlxO3 (x = 0–0.8) col-

lected from 10 to 300 K, under this magnetic field strength.

The effective moment of this parent compound determined

from the Curie–Weiss fit of inverse susceptibility data for

temperatures above 150 K is 3.27 lB per formula unit (see

inset Fig. 7). These results are consistent with the earlier

literature on LaCoO3 [4, 38]. With Al doping concentra-

tion, this spin state transition is delayed and finally lost for

a concentration of x C 0.8. The effect of Al doping in the

spin state transition can be explained as follows, the

increase in aluminium concentration reduces the magneti-

sation and suppresses the spin state transition by stabilising

the low spin states of Co(III) hence increasing their

Fig. 5 Arrhenius Plot for small polaron hopping conduction for

LaCo1-xAlxO3 (x = 0–0.5). The calculation of Debye temperatures

for x = 0 sample is shown in the inset (Colour figure online)

Fig. 6 Variation of Activation energies and Debye temperatures

calculated from the small polaron fit with doping fraction (Colour

figure online)

Fig. 7 M–T curves for LaCo1-xAlxO3(x = 0–0.8) (ZFC mode) at

10 kOe. The inset shows the inverse susceptibility curve for the

sample x = 0 (Colour figure online)
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number. This stabilization owes to the low covalency of the

Al–O bond due to low electro negativity of aluminium

compared to Cobalt [27]. Besides this the doping of Al is

also found to increase the activation energy needed for the

spin state transition as the smaller aluminium atoms

increase the crystal field splitting energy [26, 27]. At higher

Al concentrations (*0.8), any contribution of HS cobalt

towards the moment is obscured by the paramagnetic sig-

nal of the dopant. Hence, the nature of magnetisation

curves for samples having a doping concentration of

x above 0.8 can be safely called paramagnetic.

The low field (100 Oe) magnetisation curves (Fig. 8)

show features that are different in comparison to those at

high fields. For all the samples with x up to *0.5, from

the low field magnetisation curves, we find that the ZFC

and FC data bifurcate at a temperature of *85 K, with

FC data indicating a ferromagnetic ordering. The low

temperature upturns in the M (T) at high fields men-

tioned above are still observed in the ZFC data taken in

low fields (Fig. 8). Earlier in pure LaCoO3, both the

upturn behaviour and the ferromagnetism were attributed

to the presence of localised HS spins stabilized either on

an ideal reconstructed surface or on a water adsorbed

surface [39, 40].The presence of the ferromagnetic order

down to a doping fraction of x = 0.5 further confirms

the role of localised Co spins on the ferromagnetic sig-

nal. Among the alternatives, we consider this localised

spins to be of HS Co(III) which orders antiferromag-

netically to give a weak canted spin-ferromagnetic

moment. The following discussion on M–H loops sub-

stantiates this possibility.

The M–H loops, for all the samples with x B 0.5, mea-

sured at different temperatures are shown in Fig. 9. The

observed hysteretic behaviour of the M–H loops at T \ 80 K

reaffirms the weak ferromagnetism up to a doping fraction of

x = 0.5, consistent with the M–T data. The low temperature

(10 and 25 K) M–H loops do not saturate even at a field of

10 kOe. At first glance, this appears to be due to the para-

magnetic signal from the bulk. However, a thorough study

associates this to the anti-ferromagnetic exchange interac-

tion in the samples [38, 41], which also reinforces the above

suggestion of antiferromagnetically ordered localised HS

spins present in these systems. This is further supported by

the fact that though the magnetic moment steadily increases

with decreasing temperatures (\30 K), the coercivities show

an inverse relationship with temperature for all these four

samples. The coercivities extracted from the M–H loops are

presented in Fig. 10. Such an anomalous behaviour of

coercivity may arise due to an anti-symmetric exchange

interaction which involves the LS Co(III) interacting with

the excited HS Co(III) subsequently influencing the mag-

neto-crystalline anisotropy and thereby reducing the coer-

cive field [42]. To substantiate this, we derived the

irreversible magnetisation from the FC and ZFC curves at

100 Oe. Irreversibility relates to the magnetic anisotropy

present in the samples [43, 44]. The temperature dependence

of relative irreversible magnetisation (MFC-MZFC)/MFC in

Fig. 11 gives a maximum around*30 K for all samples after

which it starts decreasing. Thus, the decrease after 30 K can

be indicative of the reduction in the magnetic anisotropy

which is the cause of the decrease in coercivity below these

temperatures.

Fig. 8 The M–T curves of

the samples LaCo1-xAlxO3

(x = 0–0.5) at a field of 100 Oe

exhibiting a bifurcation in the

ZFC and FC data (Colour figure

online)
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Conclusions

To conclude, we have synthesised samples of LaCo1-x

AlxO3 (x = 0–0.9) by solid state reaction synthesis. The

structural analysis reveals phase coexistence of rhombo-

hedral and monoclinic phases in the intermediate concen-

trations of 0.2 B x B 0.5 and pure rhombohedral phase

otherwise. The resistivity increases with Al doping owing

to the increased activation energies required for small

polaron hopping. The M–T curves and the M–H loops are

in harmony where there exists a weak ferromagnetism up

to a doping fraction of x = 0.5 at temperatures below

*85 K. The observation of anomalous temperature

dependence of coercivity below T \ 30 K relates this weak

ferromagnetism to the anti-ferromagnetic ordering of HS

Co(III) surface spins, which undergoes anti-symmetric

exchange interactions thereby reducing the magnetocrys-

talline anisotropy and hence the coercivity.
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